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Russia and Ukraine swapped 35 prisoners each in September, signaling a possible thaw in the two
countries' strained relations. EPA / Sergei Dolzhenko / TASS

Ukraine and Russia have reached the final stages of an all-for-all prisoner exchange
agreement ahead of a key peace summit next month, the RBC news website reported
Thursday.

Russia and Ukraine swapped 35 prisoners each in September, a move that appeared to presage
a thaw in relations that have been frozen since Moscow annexed Crimea in 2014. Kiev and
Moscow said afterward that the sides were working on a fresh prisoner swap ahead of a four-
way peace summit on the eastern Ukraine conflict set for Dec. 9.

Related article: Kremlin Says It Favors All-for-All Prisoner Swap With Ukraine

Ukraine is ready to hand over 250 prisoners in exchange for 100 prisoners held by pro-
Russian rebels in eastern Ukraine, RBC cited four unnamed sources familiar with the

https://www.rbc.ru/politics/27/11/2019/5dde7f169a79474af2005d5f?from=newsfeed
https://www.themoscowtimes.com/2024/05/07/kremlin-says-favors-all-for-all-prisoner-swap-with-ukraine


negotiations as saying.

“The lists have already been agreed and approved,” one of the sources was quoted as saying.
“The legal stage is coming to an end.”

The new prisoner swap could be adopted when the leaders of France, Germany, Russia and
Ukraine meet in Paris on Dec. 9, a source close to the Ukrainian president told RBC. Still, the
source close to Volodymyr Zelenskiy and an unnamed negotiator cautioned that the exchange
depends on the outcome of the four-way summit.

The Sept. 7 exchange included Ukrainian filmmaker Oleg Sentsov, the 24 Ukrainian sailors
captured by Russia in the Kerch Strait, potential MH17 crash witness Vladimir Tsemakh and
Russian journalist Kirill Vyshinsky. 

The conflict between pro-Russian rebels and Ukrainian troops in the Donbass has killed
14,000 people since it broke out in 2014, according to the United Nations.
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